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Introduction
No one takes participant services more seriously than
we do.
A recent high-profile lawsuit, for the first
time, demonstrated that companies can
be sued for poor participant
communications and assistance. At
least service providers like Aon.
Others promise, we deliver. With our Lump
Sum Analyzer (LSA), education, and
participant consultants we provide an
enhanced participant experience, increased
goodwill, and potential reductions in
fiduciary liability.
Our mission is to help participants make the best decisions
for THEM. Other firms interests and motivations may lie
elsewhere.
It is important to keep track of the motivation for providing these services.
Many see it as their mission to maximize the percentage who take the
lump sum offer. They do this because it's cheaper to pay out lump sums
than it is to buy annuities. But this means that they interpret their own
fiduciary responsibility as aimed particularly at the plan sponsor, and do
not feel the same fiduciary responsibility to the plan participants. But the
fiduciary role arises from ERISA, and the purpose of ERISA is to protect
the interests of participants. Taking the side of the sponsors (by actively
promoting lump sums instead of offering neutral or participant-centric
advice) itself is arguably a breach of fiduciary duty.

Benefits to Plan Sponsors
•
•
•
•
•
•

Help with the lump sum education and communication process
Provide employees with additional options and retirement
planning assistance
Increase goodwill and acceptance from participants
Reduce fiduciary liability
Better administer election responses
Help plans stay on the right side of DOL and other developments
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Participant Services (PS)
Our services, systems, and consultants can help
participants and plan sponsors alike.
Aimed at improving the Participant’s Experience, PS is a
combination of services for participants, with the plan
sponsor’s support and involvement.

Education
The process begins with information. Participants are offered access to
lump sum election education forums/meetings. These sessions are free
and made available at convenient locations and times. They allow
members to ask questions about their options and get as much
information as they need/want to make their decision. Additionally,
interactive webinars are made available.

Systems – The LSA (Lump Sum Analyzer) from
CESCrews
Our online system helps users decide which option is best for them and
their retirement, independent of any product, carrier, investment
company, etc. Customized for each plan sponsor, the Lump Sum
AnalyzerTM on CESCrews.com combines plan level data with the
user’s confidentially provided retirement assumptions, so users can see
the impact of their choices.

Participant Consultants
The personal, human touch. Working with specially trained advisers all
participants can access unbiased advice regarding their election and
retirement planning during the election period. Consultations are
available online, over the phone, and in person where practicable.
These services are available to all - rank and file as well as the highly
compensated.
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Participants, Plan Sponsors,
And Lump Sums
Lump sum elections as a result of de-risking activity
from defined benefit pension plans are key to the
process.
It often leaves something to be desired.
The current method usually involves the participant
deciding from a few amounts in the election letter, often
with a 30-day time limit.




Participants need (and merit) an improved
course of action especially given the increased
attention from the Department of Labor’s
ERISA Advisory Council and their
investigation into de-risking activities.
The U.S. General Accounting Office issued a
report, "Participants Need Better
Information When Offered Lump Sums That
Replace Their Lifetime Benefits"

A lump sum is usually very enticing as it provides
flexibility and a pool of investable assets. However,
many people quickly spend some or even all the money,
leaving less than needed for a long retirement.
Plan Sponsors need a process that increases participant satisfaction and
keeps them on the right side of changes in the regulatory environment
and can benefit from actions that increase participant security and
comfort with the lump sum election.

Here’s how it works.
1.

The plan sponsor makes Participant Services available to those
being offered a lump sum.

2.

Participants are given access to the online system and other
resources. They can then enter their retirement information and
receive their personalized analysis, confidentially.

3.

Participants can access consultants for additional assistance, at
their option. With permission, data from the online system can
be used to assist the consultant.
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The Lump Sum Analyzer (LSA)
LSA is the proven state of the art system decades in
the making.
Most participants will never have a written retirement
analysis.
Participants need help with their elections and plan sponsors can use
this automated tool to support their participants and identify those
engaged in, or likely need a nudge to complete the process.
How much money do I need? is perhaps the most frequent question.
But the more salient questions for most are What are my options?
and How do I get there given my own circumstances? - especially if
it’s increasingly obvious they don’t have enough to maintain the kind
of lifestyle they’re planning.
“…three out of four boomers don’t have a written financial
plan for retirement. For millennials, 87 percent don’t have a
plan and 81 percent of Gen Xers are without a plan.” –
Fidelity 1
The LSA provides a retirement analysis for users who are at a critical
juncture in their retirement planning: Do I take the lump sum or keep
my pension, albeit in the form of an annuity? Participants that
deserve – though rarely get – written analyses from financial advisers
are provided in minutes and then further sharpened over the election
period if desired. Participant advantages include:
•
•
•
•

A better understanding of their retirement situation and the
impact their election could have on a potentially critical financial
decision
Instant updates/reports when new user information is provided
Confidential input can tie into financial advisor consultations if
desired by the user
Unlimited use during the election period

Benefits to Participants
•
•
•
•

Get a written retirement review for perhaps the only time in their
lives – when they might need it most
Become educated about their options and increase their
confidence in their decision
Become aware of how they are set for retirement – An
opportunity to take control
Learn about the changes in their pension plan - and embrace
the change

1

Why Most Americans Lack A Written Financial Retirement Plan https://www.fa-mag.com/news/mostamericans-don-t-have-a-written-financial-retirement-plan-44471.html April 2019; Jacqueline Sergeant
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SaaS (Software as a Service)
Backed Services With LSA
Working with the plan sponsor and the participants the
LSA incorporates lump sum election data with the
user’s confidential responses. Here’s how it works:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Participant is provided the app and online tools at the beginning
of the election process
Plan level election data on each participant is provided by the
actuary to CESCrews, so all the user needs to do is provide their
name and contact information to get started.
The LSA will begin to prompt the user for additional information
(if desired) related to their retirement planning like housing
expenses, ongoing retirement income, etc.
A retirement analysis and summarized results are provided to
the participant when enough data is entered. All user data is
strictly confidential.
The system prompts the user regularly to complete their entries
and provides a countdown to when the election period ends, and
their election form is due
Participants can reach out to their Participant Consultant to
further discuss their results, if desired. The reports and input can
be provided to the consultant if the participant chooses
User activity – not user data – is tracked and provided to the
plan sponsor so they know who is engaged and who isn’t for
follow up purposes.

Lump Sum Analyzer Automation
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Case Study
Sample Co. is terminating its pension plan. Four
weeks ago, election letters were sent to close to 300
participants.
We started working with Sample Co. a few weeks before the
letters were sent to provide the following…

Education
We set up a series of events/webinars in various
locations so that all those that receive election offers
have the chance to get information and ask questions
about their election, their retirement, and what’s
happening with their pension plan.

Website and System
We set up a customized webpage for Sample Co. at
The website
CESCrews.com/sample-company.
provides in-depth information regarding the impact of
participant’s decisions as well as the Lump Sum
Analyzer TM which participants can use to analyze their
retirement situation under both scenarios: taking the
lump sum or keeping the pension. The company can
also track user activity and focus follow-up efforts on the
stragglers.

Participant Consultants
The personal, human touch. Working with specially
trained advisers all participants can access unbiased
advice regarding their election and retirement planning
during the election period – in person, or over the phone.
Consultations are available online, over the phone, and
in person where practicable.
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CESCrews
We provide a unique combination of services and
systems.
We work closely with consultants and advisers and with
plans of all sizes, in all sectors, for profit and non-profits.
CESCrews technology and services allow users to get comfortable with
the impact of their decision and use the election process as an
opportunity to really get ready for, or at least get a good read on, their
retirement.
In the end, participants and plan sponsors gain from a better
communication and opinion of the lump sum offer, while reducing
potential downsides.
And better retirements…

For more information, please contact:
Steve Richards CLU, ChFC
(305) 310-2634
SteveR@CESCrews.com

CESCrews.com
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